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SAN FRANCISCO: Microsoft on Wednesday named chief ex-
ecutive Satya Nadella as chair of its board, strengthening his
grip on a pioneering US technology company he rejuvenated for
a new age.

Nadella was unanimously elected head of the Microsoft
board of directors, where he will guide the agenda “leveraging
his deep understanding of the business to elevate the right
strategic opportunities and identify key risks,” the company said
in a post. Nadella, who took over from Steve Ballmer in February
2014, made Microsoft more relevant in a new tech world led by
mobile-focused rivals such as Apple and Google. When Nadella
took the reins as chief of Microsoft, some feared the technology
giant was becoming a dinosaur. Nadella is credited with bringing
new energy to the company, founded in 1975, and long focused
on packaged software for personal computers.

Early in his tenure, Nadella ordered a massive reorganization,
cutting some 18,000 jobs-or 14 percent of the workforce-under
a plan aimed at simplifying the corporate structure and integrat-

ing the mobile division of Finland’s Nokia. Nadella, 53, made a
priority of cloud computing, which has become a lucrative
growth engine at the tech giant based in the Washington state
city of Redmond.

Microsoft next week is to unveil a new generation of its Win-
dows operating system, which market trackers say powers nearly
three-quarters of the world’s desktop computers. Microsoft built
its empire on software such as Windows and Office-licensed to
computer makers or sold in packages for installation on ma-
chines in homes or workplaces.

Under Nadella, Microsoft has put more focus on renting soft-
ware and services hosted at datacenters in the computing cloud,
bulking up its Azure platform. The era of the personal computer
was rocked by the rise of smartphones and tablets, but saw a re-
vival of sorts during the pandemic as people geared up homes
for remote work, school and play. Microsoft’s board on Wednes-
day also announced a quarterly dividend of 56 cents per share,
which will be paid out in September. —AFP 
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In this file photo, Microsoft CEO Satya Narayana Nadella speaks.  Mi-
crosoft Wednesday named chief executive Satya Nadella as chair of
its board. — AFP

Big Tech critic 
takes lead US 
regulatory spot
SAN FRANCISCO: A prominent advo-
cate of breaking up Big Tech firms began
her first full day as the head of a key US
regulatory agency on Wednesday, ramping
up the potential for antitrust enforcement.
Lina Khan was sworn in as chair of the Fed-
eral Trade Commission after the Democrat
nominated by President Joe Biden was
confirmed by the US Senate.

“It is a tremendous honor to have been
selected by President Biden to lead the
Federal Trade Commission,” Khan said in a
release. “I look forward to working with my
colleagues to protect the public from cor-
porate abuse.”

Biden named Khan, an associate profes-
sor of law at Columbia University’s law
school, to the post in March in a move sug-
gesting an aggressive posture on antitrust
enforcement.

Khan was confirmed Tuesday in a Sen-
ate vote of 69 to 28, with all the opposing
votes cast by Republicans. The FTC has
authority over some mergers and antitrust
policy.

“This is a big win for consumers and the
public interest,” said Charlotte Slaiman, of
consumer advocacy group Public Knowl-
edge. “The strong bipartisan vote in her
favor is both confirmation of her impecca-
ble credentials and of the bipartisan inter-
est in holding Big Tech accountable.”

Khan previously served as counsel to
the US House of Representatives subcom-
mittee on antitrust, which last year released
a lengthy report suggesting grounds for
breaking up giants such as Facebook,

Google, Amazon and Apple. She also au-
thored a 2017 paper entitled “Amazon’s
Antitrust Paradox,” which outlined the
growing dominance of the e-commerce
and tech giant, which some say helped shift
sentiment on antitrust. Khan worked in the
office of FTC member Rohit Chopra and
was legal director at the Open Markets In-
stitute, a think tank which has been highly
critical of the Silicon Valley giants.

Early this year, Tim Wu, another Big
Tech critic, was appointed to an economic
advisory post in the White House. Khan
heads up the FTC amid a growing backlash
against tech behemoths that have domi-
nated key economic sectors and seen their
influence grow during the pandemic.

Lawmakers and policymakers have in
recent years been mulling the decades-old
“consumer welfare” standard of antitrust
enforcement, which allows for a largely
hands-off approach for big firms as long as
prices are not impacted. Critics say this ap-
proach has allowed Big Tech firms to grow
unchecked with unprecedented power over
key sectors of the economy. — AFP 

WASHINGTON: In this file photo FTC Commis-
sioner nominee Lina M Khan testifies during a
Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation confirmation hearing on Capitol
Hill in Washington. — AFP

Apple warns EU law 
‘risks destroying 
iPhone security’
PARIS: The EU’s proposed new rules to rein in tech
giants risk undermining the security of the iPhone,
Apple chief Tim Cook warned Wednesday. The Eu-
ropean Union last year unveiled tough draft rules
targeting tech giants like Apple, Google, Amazon
and Facebook that could shake up the way Big Tech
does business. Cook, speaking at the VivaTech con-
vention for startups in Paris, took aim at some of the
rules that target online “gatekeepers” such as Apple
which controls which apps can be installed on its
phones and tablets.

He said current proposals “would force side load-

ing on the iPhone, and so this will be an alternative
way of getting apps onto the iPhone.”

Side loading would allow iPhone users to install
apps directly from publishers, something they cannot
currently do. The restriction that iPhone owners may
only buy apps from Apple’s App Store, where com-
missions run up to 30 percent, is at the heart of a law-
suit between the tech giant and Epic Games, the
publisher of the popular Fortnite video game. 

The EU also pushed forward with charges against
Apple over the App Store, saying the company used
it to squeeze out rivals. Apple has countered that re-
strictions on downloading apps are essentially to pro-
tect consumers from dangerous software.  Cook
warned Wednesday that the proposed EU rules
“would destroy the security of the iPhone, and a lot
of privacy initiatives that we’ve built into the App
Store.” He said that some parts of the draft EU rules
“are not in the best interest of the user”. —AFP 

FB’s AI software able
to dig up origins 
of deepfake images
SAN FRANCSCO: Facebook scientists on Wednes-
day said they developed artificial intelligence soft-
ware to not only identify “deepfake” images but to
figure out where they came from.

Deepfakes are photos, videos or audio clips al-
tered using artificial intelligence to appear authentic,
which experts have warned can mislead or be com-
pletely false. Facebook research scientists Tal Hassner
and Xi Yin said their team worked with Michigan
State University to create software that reverse en-
gineers deepfake images to figure out how they were
made and where they originated.

“Our method will facilitate deepfake detection and
tracing in real-world settings, where the deepfake
image itself is often the only information detectors
have to work with,” the scientists said in a blog post.

“This work will give researchers and practitioners
tools to better investigate incidents of coordinated
disinformation using deepfakes, as well as open up
new directions for future research,” they added. Face-
book’s new software runs deepfakes through a net-
work to search for imperfections left during the
manufacturing process, which the scientists say alter
an image’s digital “fingerprint.”

“In digital photography, fingerprints are used to
identify the digital camera used to produce an image,”
the scientists said.  “Similar to device fingerprints,
image fingerprints are unique patterns left on im-
ages... that can equally be used to identify the gener-
ative model that the image came from.”

“Our research pushes the boundaries of under-
standing in deepfake detection,” they said. Microsoft
late last year unveiled software that can help spot
deepfake photos or videos, adding to an arsenal of
programs designed to fight the hard-to-detect images
ahead of the US presidential election. The company’s
Video Authenticator software analyzes an image or
each frame of a video, looking for evidence of manip-
ulation that could be invisible to the naked eye. — AFP


